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Walter Utz’s
death stuns
department

Rah rah sis boom bah

By Cindy Scarberry
St.itt
1)r. Walter Utz, an S’elS1’
professor of computer and
information systems engineering, died Sunday from ;in
apparent heart attack. lie
\vas 80 years old.
l’t z had the most ’wonderful sense. if humor, Sue
Simpson. et San .hist State
University grailuato studies
and

Laura Burgess leads a group of hopefuls in a cheerleading routine
during a clinic Tuesday for the Spartan Spirit Team, Tonight’s clinic from

7 to 10 p.m. in SPX(.; 814 is the final soy,’ iiieye r
routines before the tryouts Saturday at 8 a.m.
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Brits crack up audience,
while SJSU racks up facts
Home team debaters
win first round; Oxford,
Cambridge salvage
split despite jokes
ItsJeremiah Oshan
St III \\ 01.1
They crossed the Atlantic
Oceati for the opportunity to
debate in the Ray Area.
found their way to Si
Jose
Tv..,, distinct st les of debate
%Yen.in (11S[1110,’ W111.11 1111111S
111/1111.1111111111411’ and Oxford inn
versit11,111111111111.11 stop in front
ot about I r,ii people in the
Engineering Building during
’flivvrsity
Debates Round II "
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Lotto dreamers bank future on a buck Potential employees
66
’face’ uncertain future
A dollar, think
By Nicholas Boer
Smut V1. TM 1

California
’1114.
leotter
Jackpot sailed past the $100 mil
hy
:1.10
lion
mark
p m
Wednesday to become the g:11111.S
second largest payon ever in its
1:3 year history
Lottery sides ff ere running at
$80.000 per 1111111111. statewide
during the morning hours
At :1 12 p m the 7 Eleven on
Ilth and San Carlos streets V111,
advertising a $97 iiiilliium "aekiiiit
and had created a special
Lottery line to take care of the
crush of hopeful patron: liti mg
a chance at hurt mini’ for a buck
"A lu liar. think ;,1,e it:.
Jose Volasquei. me S1111 Jiise State
’mooring in
engineering "I spend more 1111 a
beer The huge pit comes Just one
\yeek rifler lottery rules changed
allo%v winners to choose a
smaller single lump sum pa%
ratlicr than 213 annual pay
!limns ’Me lump sum option
pays about 50 percent i if the,
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Innovative ’toon
’South Park’ due
for recognition

Baseball minus
commissioner
equals bad news

rliAT 6.14.5 61E4T 205!
Nrx7 TIME we- 1.MA/7-KW
"soirte- PEOPLE
TIP
’THINK THAT rye 4’I6is IMBIT
TIIE SN1OKE FILLED
HACK ROOM

iihihlv,t’imllosvuuig
Flmonths iit success
despite its terrible
hi airs. the "South Park late night animated
comedy series is getting
the attention it so rightly. deserves.
All I have to say. IS

TOBACCO,
1.01111Y

it’s cliiRH tulle
ii111111ated

scries.
featuring tour naughty
third -graders from the
tow.ii of South Park.
Colorado, hits only been
cable’s highest rat ed
series for the month of February. It has garnered national attention along with the l’11V.rs of Newsweek and TV Guide In ;iddition,
Newsweek
Snapple. AT&T and Calvin
tiS11.11111) -211 t
Klein ;ire lining up to
tilt nytwork.,.: original rate) tor a 30 -second
commercial slot
The show follows in the fi int:tips of -Th..
Simpsons- on Fox ;Ind "Darla- on N1TV All of
these animated shorts have one uniting factor: They k ICUs on witty cynical children who
poke fun at the lesser intelligent adults: but
"South Park" goes the extra mile.
Stan, Kyle, Kenny and the notorious Eric
t’artnian make up the illustrious underaiged
main cast. These cardboard cut iiits make Ihe
show what it is. Kenny (lies every episode.
except the Christmas special, but somehow
mysteriously returns till. IP -Al. week This has
become a draw to the show. Each episode,
viewers can’t wait for the violent death scene
The allure of this sitcom is simple. ’mt.
"south Park- quartet dices and says all the
things that we adults wished wi could’ve said
and done when we were in elementary school
The problem here is that this SIVIW has 1/1-1-11
out since last summer. yet originators Trey
Parker and Matt Stone get no recognition.
According to TV Guide, "the raucous :unmated series, which airs on Widnesday nights at
10 p.m., has become ;111 111St alit cult hit." Even
so, you wouldn’t know by the anmunt of pisitive coverage.
Kids are buying shirts, posters, hats and
anything else they Call get t heir hands on as
long as it has those four foul-mouthed third
graders. According to Newsweek. $36 million
was made in T-shirt sales ;done since the
episodes began. Somebody please tell this to
the idiot principal :it hickory Flat
Elementary School in Canton, Georgia. who
banned ill his students from wearing "South
Park- apparel
The only thing that should be banned
about this show is the horrid time slots. Even
so, those kids that are tip it 10 p in on a week
night should be iski enough to filter things out
for themselves Besides that. 63 percent of the
11u. ages of IS find
show’s VICWITS
:34.
I really hope this show doesn’t become a
victim of some of the same garbage spit out at
"Beavis and Butt -head " According to
Newsweu ’k. I3& It was a kid shims wall grownup appeal, but the "South Park- comedy is in
adult show with kit! ;ippeal.
Maj.; Burkhardt is the Spartan lhalv
assistant entertainment 1 litcsivh. edam-

Sharks primed for Stanley Cup action
t looks like San Jose Shark’s coach
Darryl Sutter is a man :is good as his
rd
Suit’,’ nai,l MINI hp took the head
Sharks that he had
coaching lob
never missed the playoff: in his career
and didn’t plan to st,irt
Nov. v. it only five games remaining.
the Sharks ;ire, get this, in seventh plate
1111li 1111 hi rich That’s something that
Shark bins haven’t heard in ii feW years.
It looks like the playoffs might be
coining back tic San .1( Ise
For those who have missed the recent
games. the Sharks an. 7,-I 1 in t heir last
seven games The last game was a 6-0
silo over the much-liated (’algary Flames, which
catapulted the Fierce Fish iver the Chicago
Blackhawks :trill Edmonton Oilers and into seventh.
Now the Sharks art. only two points behind the
sixth place Phoenix ( ’oyotes.
some fans who will bemoan the fact
There
that the team isn’t higher in the standings
liecause of their regular season standings it is likely the Sharks will face either the Dallas Stars. the
Colorailo Avalanche or the 1)etroit Html Wings,
three of the best teams in hockey, in the first round
it the playoffs
however. ;ink .voursell this question Who ssoiilth
you have playing the Shark., in the first round’ Is
the ansyver, one of the best ’earns in hockey or a
inediocre team like the I )11,rs
It you said the ()ilers. siii obviously 1110:1.11.t ’WW1
i
WWI -11111g the Sharks this season: If there
rust rat ing thing about them. it’s the Sharks’ ability to clip a team like the Red Wings only to have
the tar iii-aten out of’ them by Edmonton or get
burned by a team like Phoenix.
If the Sharks manage to work their way into
sixth place, t hill they would likely play the Detroit
lied %Vows ti the first round. That would not only
set S,mn Jo,a. to play a team it has u winning record
.3-1
t his season, it would sit up a repeat of
the 199.1 playoff,. Mien the Sharks upset the Wings
in seven games
That series 1- still remembered as the greatest

inoinclit in San Josc hockey, and it isn’t
likely the Sharks would want to pass up
a chance to do it again.
It Yvould also Ice a chance for revenge.
The Red Wings were also the last team
to kmick San Jose out of the playoffs.
iris in the second round of the
1997) playoffs.
Tills would be a return to glory (relitt ively I for a team that has spent the last
t wii years in the gutter.
There are a lot of fans in San Jost.
who haven’t forgotten the man who put
tI e team there, General Amager I)ean
Lombardi.
Lombardi traded cur canned everyone,
repeat everyone, from those two playoff years in
the two years that followed.
S1/1111. players came and went so fast during that
tinie that Lombardi hardly had time to tell us what
gri.at ;olio isit ions t hey were before they were traded to a different temii. Does anyone even rementber
Yves Racine’ I low about Ray Sheppard?
One of those t racks has come back to bite
Lombardi ill the ass Igor Larionov, the Sharks’ top
center in ’9.1 and ’95, was shipped off to Detroit
where he helped the Wings win the Stanley (’up
last year
Sutter’s influence this year has curbed the
rounds of had P rading. though. Sutter has been able
to acquiri -. and retain, several promising players,
including Nlike Ricci :Ind John MacLean.
Even lb the Sharks don’t play the Red Wings in
the first round the other tianis they WoUld likely
face :iri teams the Sharks have been able to hold
their ow um against till yiar long.
In four games with Dallas this season, the
Shark-. are 2-2. The worst team the Sharks could
face is Colorado Against the Avalanche this year
the team is I2 with mu. tie However. one gain(’
remains between the tvvii t his season.
Rut neither of those teams are Detroit. Nothing
would prime the Sharks for ;i ruin it the (’up like a
chance to knock the INings off their perch one more
time

been three years
It’s
strike
the
since
ended, and baseball’s
house still looks as if’ a
tornado tore through it.
The so-called "commissioner,- Bud Selig, is also
owner of the Milwaukee
Brewers. a conflui guaranteed to shade his views
and rulings in favor of
the owners at the
expense ot the players
and fans.
s.
m At a si
Let’s fice it: Its play- SroKEN Hutiu
ers, not owinTs, who keep
the turnstiles htunming.
When was the hist time you went to the ballpark to see Puler Magowan?
Baseball hasn’t had an independent commissioner since an (milers’ coup ousted Fay
Vincent in 1992. Six .viiiirs is it long time to be
rudderless. It’s a wonder baseball’s ship is still
floating.
Part of the problem is the exemption from
anti-trust laws which baseball - and only
baseball --- pin( iys
Baseball got its anti-trust exemption from
the I’r. S. Supreme Court in 1922, when the
Court round -filed a laWStlit froni the shortlivid Federal League.
The Court won’t touch that case, insisting
that Congress must overturn the exemption.
Nearly every attempt to pass fin exemption
overturn has ,trick 1 /lit 1Il committee,
although both the players and owners would
like to see the anti trust exemption benched
for labor relations purposes
A trust is defined by Velister’s as "an industrial or business combination. now illegal in
the 1 7.S., in which management and control of
the member corporations :ire vested in a single
board ill t rustees. who ;ire thus able to control
;I market, ahsorb or eliminate competition, fix
prices, etc."
That doesn’t sound too much like the current basi ball setup After all. individual owners are st ill i dile to hire :old fin. their employees as they see tit. set their own ticket prices,
pick out their uniform color-. ill:mantle World
Series -winning teams tor financial reasons,
and 511 ,}11. iinWyvt.r, It din., hay!. sonic. anticompetitive (’fit 41 s
San Francisco ( ;mots tans have this exemption to thank fOr the fact dial the team is still
in San Francisco. rather I han in Tampa. When
a group of Florida 1,11,am-sown trnd to buy
the Giants in 1902 1,iili iii,vo 1 hont east. the
baseball establishment st.mewalled them just
long enough to permit 1X S;11’.1,Vily (To
Magowan to solanit a lowball bid which was
quickly accepted
Regardless ,,t whether tin’ anti-trust
exemption goe, away. it is clear minor league
baseball still has a It f it work to do befOre it
hilly regains the public’s trust
Start by hiring an independent commissioner who will be beholden to nobody and
nothing except the best interests of the sport.

I’, the Spartwi Ilorly managing editor
column aplicars fmerv Thursday.

Kevin It //erten/on is a Spartan 1)(1E4
stun writer

Remedial coursework indicates problems at all education levels
Apparently. it’s going to be bark to the
14m kboard soon Mr many tre,limen
entering the Calitiirma State University
system who fire unprepared to sof, eed
at college level rotirscs
A new CSI’ policy, originally intended
for 11111/11.1111.11tal oil 111 tilt’ fitlI mit 1995
hut dclayed for sin, year until tall 1999
will require fill ’morning freshmen tii
complete retnedial coursiwork within
tint. year
After that, the implication is that ’-Iii
dent, ii ill not be able to continue at hi
CSC i ampus, but will have to take
(’oirses ;it community colleges until they
meet university requirenients fiir enter
ing freshmen
No more threi. years to remediate
Figures reiently rf.h.a,vd by CSI
show about halt the freshmen entering
the system must take remedial courses

In English 4indi
roath before taking
required subject in their baccalauri
ati sniffles
I lo%k and why this happen, is not
ar to educators at either thim- SVCocitarN or college
ion le% el- but
one thing is mIm’ur Without
reading.
vriting arid math skills Ik1.11 .411111’11D:
1A1111 .if11,111;tte gradi fioint aierage, Iii
lugh
ill not lie Milo 111 cult 11 111
t INV,
%VIM’S at fallit’
ADC’ why’
Junior higli hool edinators Id:
not enough firm
too largo. t
sm.mm fine teat lung onnort unit ii’high school
;dors blame odents
who take required math
t heir
first threi.
in high school mid then

tabs’
1,-4,

111ir:1111.1.

for collogi.
atti.r a .vvar’,
break from any
math
Nat ifinwide st tidies ....how things
begm to go bail for vt ’vivid, in Junior
high school, hot thy%
that hi
le,s demanding high vnhi,ii,h C111-1’1(111 11111

EDITORIAL

titheS :I WI
It
NA’Nit I hit’ right

1111 11.111d

hand is doing

non these Its.
Why aren’t ...him ,itors iit all levels
refitting off the ’,IOW’
If 11P. statIdaril- lot entering CSI’
h% 1-1111-111.). tn.-Innen.
(’an’t iiitrri, lg. high vihool- an. not dsiitif,. their
lobs ic pri.paritic them for hirlier
I on
’rimy need to get tougher

If high schoolers can’t retain enough
know ledge to pass entrance exams.
iii tyhe Junior high schools aren1 preparing their students tic study properly.
They need ni get tougher.
If Junior high kids don’t Icave excellent reading and math skills by the time
thl.Y get to eighth grade, maybe elementarv schools are woefully lacking in their
committnient and ability DI educate the
youngi.st of our human resources.
They twigt to get tougher,
Whii II is what it seems (’SG is prepared to do, and its the right thing. even
if it’s a little late fist sonic, students.
Standards ixist for a purpose, and if
they are tough, reaching them will be all
the more worth the work.
It’s Just too bad that standards were
allowed to relax in the first place.
Nobody. wins that way.
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Student 1.111101IS Cl/SIAM/MI Room

"STARS ON ICE"

For more information, call Will
Rare art

STUDENT OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

4118 a 29.1-12.19a

ASSOCIATION IFB/TAI
CAREER CENTER

On -Campus Recruitment Fair
from 10 a iii - :5 p.m. in the

Clothing tills,. for 11OPE
Rehabilitation Services frion 8 a to
5 30 p ira

Dram all donations at

It

the Cai vela It...source Center

from
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New York’

Mozart’s Divertimento Nal

-

Mass front 12:10

1230

p.m. at coiner of 10th and San
Carlos streets, across from dorms
For more information, call flinny ait
(4081 93/4-1610.
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Major. NV 138 and NlendelsasoliiiBartholdy’s String Quartet 14a. 12
in EI,01alapir from 12 :10 1.15 p.m.
in the N1lisic Building Concert
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140H a 92-1 -1631
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information, call Mix ait 1.1081 99:s,
1858 or Richard at aa11181 921-8364.
For

Santa Clara University

Hugh Gillis

Room 226. For more information,
call Christine at 14081 432-3633.
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I have holes in the top and bottom.
I have holes on my left and on my right.
And I have holes in the middle,
yet I still hold water.
What am I’?

LATTER -1)\Y SAINTS
STUIFF:NTS Assoi

iaiem (8) ssainoep (nuncio (9) 019 (g) ..iu

EalSIII

Video

rrial10-.1111, I laall lal a/PAIlai"

II :10 a, III

aa)a3aaar I vrotin

(7)
The more there is the less you see.

the end of time ancl space,
the beginning of the end,
and the end of every place’?

more
information on either of the above,
aII Anna ,it a .11181293-2-101

"I.III

u iii C EN IF It

(6)
The man who invented it, doesn’t want it.
The man who bought it, doesn’t need it.
The man who needs it, doesn’t know it.

WI 11’s t lie beginning of eternity,

:it the Spartan Memorial

Chapel a Building 1H,

SCI1001. oF ART AND DESIGN

and it will die.

(31

larayiar anal iellect ion from 12 - 3
la in

Ealing

AKRAYAN Op SAN JOSE SIATE

(5)
Give it food and it will live; give it water

(21
Through wind and rain I always play,
I roam the earth, yet here I stay;
I crumble stones, and tire cannot burn me;
Yet I am soft, you can gauge me with your
hand.

his pile( time for private

l’,111,1,11 all

Si 1.1/EN1’ II

Sunday

What occurs once in a minute, twice in a
moment, but never in an hour?

And written with three,
Two letters there are,
And two only in me.
I’m double, I’m single,
I’m black, blue and grey.
I’m read from both ends,
And the same either way.

to

Anna at a 408 a 2032401 car e mail

(4)
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Nancy Okamoto
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Student Health Center
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Employees fear the merger

Free tax preparatilal sponsored
by Volunteer Income Tax

Easter Party for

Holy Thilisday Eucharist with

call Anna :it

merger.

F:PISCOPAI. CANT’ERItURY COMMUNITY

For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 1.108 a 92-14303-1,

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY

IS,

Saturday
BETA ALPHA PSI

’flmanilmin lian11111

call Christine at aa1(041 432-3633.

12 p iii

President Caret stating they
strongly opposed the auxiliary

12 30 - 2

in the Student 1’111011.S

p m

For noire 11114am:then.

Chapel I Itiolding

signed a petition addressed to

i’lassioom Building

information,

-C’onstincting Your
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Center agreed with Watts and

Classroom, R111.11 309

CAREER (*ta:NTEit

Auditions Mr "Tough Decisions"

Room 226

Street foun-

tain, Student l*raitall and Central

IRS from

Friday

VIOLENCE TASK FORCE

plai,,a liii

Thirty-two out of 38 employees at the Student Health

In creating private enterprise (the super auxiliary), the
health center would lose
resources such as malpractice
coverage and state prices for
medications.
These are valuable resources
the health center could not
afford to replace.
Therefore, students for
affordable quality medical care
should oppose the merger.

vices and to eliminate state
jobs.
In a meeting with President
Caret, the CSEA Union indicated it was ready to take
action if the merger caused loss
of state jobs.
Faculty and doctors’ unions
have shown support for CSEA’s
position.
The students who use the
health center receive excellent
service for $55 per semester.
In my opinion, the university could not support the health
center under the proposed auxiliary merger without raising

Assistance in conolliction with the

CITY OF SAN JOSE DOMESTIC

lalit-mat

and students unite

against "mergermania."

Drop oft bins located in

’flint of the Siventh

Taron String tjuartel performing
CATHOLIC CAMPL’S MINISTRY
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Ile asked that university
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to the proposed auxiliary merg-
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Clothing ali ivy for HOPE
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Watts expressed his Opposition
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The cable network said Wednesday it moved up the broadcast of
its episode where Cartnian’s father is revealed from May 20 to April

Carter gets a submarine

22,
Comedy Cent ral originally promised the

flay, but the epasaade
Fans

of the

answer on April roads’

poked rim at cliffhanger television instead.

cartoon

eren’t

called Or 5e111 e 111;1115 fir

iirmised.
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2,000

than
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people
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Grammy -winning

marines.

Poet rejects White House

materi;i1

to

police.
The

rhythm

and

blues

star, whose

"1 Bolievo I

Can

Ely"

is an

anthem fiir the ambitious, refused to lower the volume on his car
stereo Monday and was cited Ihr violating the city’s strict noise ordinance.
The singer, who doesn’t use his first name (Robert i prokssionally, was arrested on disorderly conduct charges when he became verbally abusive. Ile posted $75 in bond and was released. A hearing
was scheduled for May 7.
Kelly, who won three Grammys this year, was

playing a demo

ran afoul nt the
"I think this is (ibsolutely ridiculous," said Wayne Williams, a vice
president at Kelly’s label, Jive Records.
tape of ;I new album %viten he

vice. and has bow

(AP)

The

"South

Park"

clifthanger

will

AI’)

I’arruth turned down an invi-

nuclear

in sub-

by ;i lifetime of public ser-

N. ivy and the submarine force," a Navy

Georgia farm and supply company

The poet and author said he first planned to ignore the invitation
to visit April 22 for a "Millennium Evening" in celebration of
American poetry.
Rut after thinking about the government’s budget cuts kir the
Nat natal Endnrcinent tin* thp Ar Is. vhich -have destroyed many
individual artists.- he (1(.6(1,11 ha relect the invitation in a letter to
till’ Clintuns.

111

1946 and served in

the Atlantic and Pacific submarine fleets. lie resigned his commission

when

The

his

sub

is

father

died

;end

11(1114 ’r construction

went

in

home

Groton.

to

run
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the

and

family’s

Quonset
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Another year, another honorary doctor -

-.Sli,ter liogers "
Fred laagaar,. liaa,t a at the PBS children’s series -Mister

it’’ lair

atal-ala

Neighborhood,-

%). ill

be

awarded

the

doctorate

Rogers’

in May 9 by the

Kdinbirrii
Ponnsylvania
on the tall end ut giving him
-I will lune tn admit we’rii kind
;iii Ininiir.tr) di ictorati.," university spokesman Willian% Reed Jr.
said "It I reineinher right. he Iris :19 of them to date We may be the

neighborhood "
Heger,’ stun,: debuted in 196S 1.11(1 is the

411t11 or somiavhere in 11111
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gram on public television.
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London $389
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Pius $440
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Athens $594
NI id’ id $448
Rome $480

What we offer:

What we reouire

Dynamic growth opportunities

Friendly / outgoing

Free movies and other privileirs

Enthusiasm

Exciting

Professional appearance

work atmosphere

hours
(Perfect for students)
Flexible work

pPrsonality

LUNCH!

for hard work

on evenings.
weokends It holidays

Available

Daily Hours
II am 8 pm

s Aaa
The

(11111( 11 /rare/
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Pick up an application today!

530 Bush St., Ground fl
San Francisco
Pt

(408) 295-8886

Job Hotline: (40R) 919-0282

(415) 566-6222

CIMCMercado 20

(415) 421-3473

3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Stealo
FEATURING
The only Authentic

1.00 ofl any 7" Sandwich
2.00 off ay 12" Saadwick
$ 3.00 oil airy 24" Sandwich

Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping

University Avenue, Suite C

(next to Blockbuster)
Palo Alto
919 Irving St tt10?
San Francisco

following positions are available

Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,

( V

346 William Si
Domani’,/,’ San lose. Ca 95112
Phone 1914565
Fan 298 4578

CheesSteak
Bar B Ou Pork Sandwich
Hoagies
Meatball Sandwich

Now Open Late Hours
Ott. on Thursday’s & Friday’s

a_aine oarthrwra Der mew
4,10.116
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11 pm. 3 am
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Kissing Sabrina flirts with ’80s music
By Mark Gomez

PROFILE

Stall Writer

Your guide to
movies, concerts
and events for the
coming week.
Enjoy.
Thursday, April 9 The
South First Music Experience
#4 reinvents the downtown
:scene, featuring 14 bands at
four clubs for a measly 10 $1
bills. Bands that can be seen
and heard include Slow
Gherkin, Salmon. Soda and
Korea Girl at such venues as
The Usual, the. Cactus Club
and Agenda, so you’ll be jaywalking all night It’s like the
SoFA fest without the couches and the sunshine. SFMX 4
is sponsored by Budweiser so
enjoy the $5 Bud Lights.
Friday, April 10
Remember those Discovery
Channel documentaries on
the praying mantis? The ones
where the. female mates with
the male and then eats him
just as he’s sitting back and
giving himself a mental highfive for being such a stud?
Along those lines is "Species
II" which opens nationwide
and stars Natasha Henstridge.
Playing a literal man-eater,
Henstridge is a big enough
hottie to make you think that
being killed during sex probably wouldn’t be the. worst way
to go. But then again, she is
an alien with barbed nipples.
Saturday, April 11
More punk, but this time
there’s also snow Snow
NOFX, Unwritten Law. Limp
and Mr. T Experience to the.
cold, snowless slopes of
Boreal Ski Area in Lake
Tahoe tee entertain rich snowboarders/football players riding Burtons. Try and imagine
a sea of black Toyota 4 Runners with Sessions stickers in the parking lot and
you’ll practically be. there.
Its
Sunday, April 12
Easter! Go to church, go to an
overpriced Easter buffet and
then go home and dye your
huevos. Kids love Easter, but
I think that most adults can
care. less A good rule. of
thumb, if there’s no official
day off from school or work, it
doesn’t count. Besides bunnies suck.
Wednesday, April 15
The Tech
Museum
eel
Innovation presents "In the
Know Zone" at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium. A member
of the.
Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory’s Mars Project
team. Bridget Landry, will tell
you all about the. Mars
Pathfinder
mission
and
lecture space. expeditions.
Then everyone will pile into a
bus and go see. "Specie’s II"
and rethink that whole space.
exploration thing.
Wednesday, April 15
Opening night for the Morrell
Twins at the Kit Kat Club.
Judging by the picture.,
they’re. not as cute as the
Doublicious twins that danced
there. earlier this semester, but
hey, it’s tough to get twins to
strip. Viva America!

( farts Rail

By Yvette Anna Trejo

REVIEW

1t.01 XX tali

"I love pm. Yial love me..."
Well, this may not necessarily

apply to you and I, but children
everywhere are definitely geeing
tee find themselves in a mutual
loving relationship with that big
purple dinosaur also known ;is
Barney.
"Barney’s Great Adventure- is
not as torturous as it would
seem, but it does have. its
moments.
The movie starts with mom
and dad taking their three children and a young family friend
to grandma’s ;end grandpa’s tor
the weekend. 01 course. Barney
is aiongMukairoigo.muiowayek.t.u.
life just in time. for the higge.r
kids to have. fun.
As an adult in search of witty
humor in a children’s movie., I
was in for a big disappointment.
The core of the movie consists

an imaginative adventure
that even grandma and grandpa
are able. to witness. Corny singa -longs are. abundant, all of
which are partly sung by Barney
and his horrible voice.
Although I love Barney and
his sidekicks as much as I love.
my credit card bills, seeing the.
children’s reactions kept me
from feeling like the movie was a
of

waste of my precious time.
Any child who enjovs Barney
’eat
will . love,."
Adventure." In addition any par-

ent or babysitter that prays for
Barney’s extinction may find the.
movie a little. less grueling than
the Barney shows, and that’s
always a good sign.

30 Foot Fall drops one in your lap
By Leah Bower
’gaff Wr

REVIEW

Fearless Records’ re-release. (if
:In Foot Fall’s first full-length
album "Divided We Stand" is
worth buying for the. remake of
Billy Idas "Dancing With
Myself" alone.
The. rest of the album is pretty geoid too, with most songs containg a surprising amount if
modal commentary. Homelessness.
drug abuse and runaways. as
well ;is other topics are ;ill targeted by lyrics that are hidden
behind a driving punk styli!.
However, this punk group
doesn’t take its music, or anyone
else’s, too seriously during the.
remake. eel Idol’s song.
After a section with Idas
original lyrics, 30 Fe cut Fall introduces sonic. changes
The best is "but just think
before you drink/Were you sink
your little. clink" and "if ya don’t
use protection/you might get ;in
infection."
Punk with a message: It’s
hilarious and serious at the.
(qt %hats

qame. time.
It is difficult to make. music
that is sarcastic, serious and
good; 30 Foot Fall succeeds.
-Thi Heroin Song" knocks a
habit that has made a comeback
in the ’90s with biting lyrics.
"Ilow can something so
cliche/something so pathetic/something see stupid/he regarded as
poetic’!" the song asks. "You say
you don’t care, you’re not afraid
of dying/now you’re on a respirator and all your friends are. crying:.
Instead of sounding preachy,
the. driving beat and rough
singing gives the song
and
adds interest. It’s easy to get
wrapped up in the. music and
forget the lyrics, which still sport
cm good deal of sarcasm.
This is great music with a lot
d merry. If you’re more interested in music with a message, you
can listen to this without annoying your roommates.

Look up fury in the! dictionary
and you’ll find at least two
things. First, it stands for "frenzy," second, it means "a violent or
vengeful person."
While the Santa Cruz hardcore band Fury 66 may cause
quite! a "frenzy" with the crowd at
its shows, there is not one person
in the group that could be considered "violent or vengeful."
In fact the! five-piece band,
which just put out its second
release "For Lack of a Better
Word...," prides itself on being
positive and drug-free. Beers,
buds and broads are all too often
the focal point of trendy puke
rock, oops, punk rock bands. Fury
66, named after the classic automobile, lends itself to a higher
meaning.
"Restraints," which is such a
catchy song it’s sure to be a
crowd favorite, is about standing
up for yourself and being a
leader. "Serve and Forget" tells
the listener to break those constricting rules or regulations that
deny individuality. Other songs
relate to helping a brother out,
promoting unity and freedom of
thought. However, I was particularly moved by "Self Will." This
ballad describes fear of failure
and inability to change.
That’s exactly what makes
this band so special. They are
quite a change from the second
and third generation punk bands

A DRINKING

CUSTOMIZED T-SHIRTS!
how
"tworirt

cotton Harm
white MO%
Tax not includott
CENTURY GRAPHICS

14081988-3351
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FILM OF CONSTANT SURPRISES"

/4,1.

ttre,/

killing the. airwaves these days.
Most of these bandwagon acts
recycle the same garbage. that
has been out for years.
However, these boys are.
chock-full of originality in a era
when it is tough to be original. S11
don’t expect that poppy Green
Day or Blink 182 crap! There! is
no trendy harmonizing with
background vocals similar to
or
Religion
Bad
NOF’X,
Lagwagon. This album showcases meaningful, upbeat songs
with a powerful, positive appeal.
I wouldn’t want to compare
these guys to iiny other bands,
but if you need a barometer,
group them with Youth of Today,
H20 or Avail.
They all promote a "straight
edge" environment and carry
that pounding hardcort! sound
with chanting backups ;is

No drugs Ot Fighting!
69 E San 17-7n-inrhrrrher of 2nd)

Ri’i,i

g

1104111,111,11111

and skate. apparel.
The only knock one could pos
sibly give. this neve: release.. solai,I,
hit the. stores in early April, is
that many of the songs sound
similar.
Even so, that is a calling card
of original bands When you cry
att your own sound it is difficult

to deviate from it
Even so, this is definitely one.
sound you would not want to
turn away from

"A fine feature debut by Bob Gosse:’
Manohla Dorgls, LA WEEKLY
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Frady put this (’I) over-t he top
The release is produced h)
Sessions Records, a
klniwn fiir manufacturing sinew

Roger Ebert, SISKEt a EBERT

190 1300
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MEAN
STREET

SUBWAY’

more in tune with the band
Background vocals from leas,,I.1
Micky Ifeinegan. drummer J.,,
Haberman and guitarists Rye.
Crowell and newcomer JO 1

Robin Tunney and Hem Thomas are so gimd - pure and observant
They evoke the characters instead of just going for the melodranid
A perceptive and undermanding treatment of burette SyndromC

d’-‘&111.42:1ra.
nemas
A Si,, Carlo,

a live audience, but the second
album does.
Singer Joe Clements sounds

TWO THUMBS UP!
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REOPENING

11x1408J9880758
2302 CALLE DEL MUNDO, SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
,

Anyvay, this album is cc giant

first
step up Irian Fury
release, "No Perfect ,Machine, It
is ill lICII more reflective of the
intensity the hand posse’sse’s ;it a
shiny
I never tilt the. first
captured what the. group id re I -

"A STRANGE AND TOUCHING STORY.
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older bands like. Minor ’Threat.
Warzont., Sick id it All and
Instead.
These bands represent a positive drug-free lifestyle.. Nlany of
them are. vegans, who choose. not
to eat meat or dairy products
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Assi%tant Entertaininent Etlitiir
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Buy any 6 thcir
sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 ihcir
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 494

to play Ska," joked 27 -year-old
Eric Knight, the group’s lead guitarist. The band members said
they were looking for a unique
sound to play, something unlike
that of the cover bands already
playing in the downtown area.
Coupled with the fact that the!
four twenty-somethings spent
their pre-teen and teen-aged
years during the ’80s, the decision was easy, they said.
Songs featured on the band’s
set list include! "Jessie’s Girl" by
Rick Springfield, "Centerfold" by
the J. Geils Band, "Cars" by Gary
Newman and "I Ran" by Flock of
Seagulls.
Lanzino and the band said
their Duran -Duran medley,
including "Hungry Like a Wolf,"
and "The Reflex" is one! of the
biggest crowd pleasers.
Members of Kissing Sabrina
also play in either bands. Lanzino
plays the trombone for Pacific
Standard Time, a funk band.
Eric Bolivar, the band’s 25-yearold drummer, plays in a funk and
reggae band. The! group did say

Barney entertains pee-wees Fury 66 gases fans with positive punk
opposed tee that teminine, harine,
in his new ’Great Adventure’
By Doug Burkhardt
nizing radio

711114

49e Sub!
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Eric Knight, Kissing Sabrina’s guitarist and singer, leads the band
through another rousing ’80s cover tune at Toon’s nightclub.

First, it was the platform
shoes, leisure suits and the disco
sounds from the 1970s, Then
came the pin-striped suits, fedoras and swing music from the
1940s. In recent years, music
and styles from decades past
have enjoyed a rebirth among
the club-goers of today.
music
The next big thing
from the ’80s?
The cover band Kissing
Sabrina hopes so.
Kissing Sabrina, a San Jose
cover band, is playing songs from
the ’80s, everything from one-hit
wonders to bands whose albums
enjoyed success during that era.
The four-person band plays
Sunday nights at Toon’s nightclub, located at the corner of
Second and Santa Clara streets
in downtown San Jose. It is the
band’s only regular gig.
"It’s the music we listened to,"
said Tony Lanzino, the band’s
25-year-old bass player and 1997
San Jose State University graduate, though there might be
other reasons for reviving the
songs from the ’80s.
"Because we don’t know how

it hopes to record and play its
own music.
For now, getting started and
established in the local coverband scene is No. 1 on the agenda.
"Right now, we’re just trying
to get gigs," Lanzino said.
Knight added that because
the band has a steady night to
play, it makes promoting much
easier.
"We like having a home base,"
Knight said. "It’s a steady gig.
It’s much easier to get people to
check us out."
Because of the Sunday night
appearance, Kissing Sabrina is
aiming its shows toward the college crowd and people who don’t
work the nine to five grind, said
Lanzino.
Though the crowds were
small at first, Lanzino said
things are picking up.
"It’s better than it’s been in a
while," Lanzino said.
As far as considering music
from the ’80s retro, Lanzino
offered this’
"It’s like anything old is retro
now," Lanzino said "Anytime.
there’s a compilation CD from
the! decade you grew up, you
know you’re old."
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CETI sinks, Chancellor to visit
By Mindy Leigh Griser
Suit \X’ra,r
The California Education
Technology Initiative, (CETI)
seems to have fewer chances of
survival than it used to, San
Jose State University President
Robert Caret said at a press conference Tuesday.
"It’s a very complex issue, and
I’d say it has about a 50-50
chance right now," Caret said."
The A.S. (Associated Students)
president and myself are scheduled to be briefed on it next
week."
CETI is a proposed agreement between the California
State University campuses and
an investment group of various
companies
GTE, Hughes
and
Fujitsu
Electronics,
Micnisoft to provide a computer network infrastructure tier
all CSU Campuses.
"I think it is fair to say the
chancellor has been supportive,
of CETI as a concept, but the
idea itself is not the problem, it’s

actually making it work,- Caret
said.
newly
also said
Caret
appointed (liancellor Charles If
Reed, who became chancellor of
the, CSU system on March 1, is
on April
scheduled to visit
According to Dan Buerger.
executive assistant to Caret, an
informal, inyiteetion-only rprep
then which will include faculty
and student le .aders will take
place the day of the. Chancellor’s
visit.
"The reception will be. an
introduction of the Chancellor
not a question and answer -’
sum," Buerger said
The reception will leave a line
ited amount eel people due to
space restrict ime-e. Buerger said.
Commencement %\ as another
issue Caret touched letc it thee
press conti,re)nce
Koichi
named
(%eret
Nishimura. an 5.151. alumna
and chief executive officer of
&electron Corp., ic It speaker at
this year’s gradual ion core moo

rain, it is not expected to pose
any problems or interfere with
graduation.
I think it is fair to
"Graduation is taking place
May 23, no matter what consay the chancellor on
dition the field is in," Buerger
has been supportsaid.
Trimming the deficit of
ive of CETI as a
SJSU’s athletic department was
another task that Caret said he
concept, but the
is trying to tackle. The current
idea itself is not
deficit, according to Caret, is
$200,000 to $300,000 a year.
the problem, it’s
Although SJSU’s athletic teams
actually making it
have not had the greatest spectator turnouts this year, making
work.
them earn the money for the
budget is Caret’s ideal solution.
-- Robert Caret
"I hate to say it, but fans stop
SJSU President coming to see high-loosing
teams," Caret said.
Caret said he has faith in
SJSU’s newly appointed athletic
Solectron is a Silicon Valley- director, Chuck Bell.
based company that manufac"He walked into the same sittures Iwyhoards.
uation at Utah State and from
The renovation of Spartan day one, he was able tel balance
St:edium was ids() discussed.
the budget," Caret said.
Caret said although the renovation was delayed due to the

Faculty schooled on web rights
By Leah Bower
Surf Wr.t,
Faculty and staff learned how
to assess their intellectual property rights in cyberspace during
a presentation Wedne,sday ;it the.
Instructional Resource Ce,nter.
Kathleen Cohen, a profi,ssor
of art history told about 25
attendees that any developers of
multimedia projects ane facing
formidable, technical issues
regarding copyrights.
"Copyright law is in transition," Cohen said. "It builds out
of law case’s"
Mary do Gorney-Me creno.
professor with the school of
nursing, said the, presentation
raised her awareness of property
rights negotiation prior to development, but hemp( ’d to get more
information at future events.
"It was really a nice combination," Moreno said. "Of the, presentations I’ve, seen, this was the,
most balanced. During ;e
up, I would like, to see, an attorney talking about precedent-setting cases."
Cohen said students could
experience the same problem as
faculty members when placing
information under copyright on
a web page,.
"If students are going to put
stuff on web site’s, they are butter off using things from the
public domain." Cohen said
"Don’t use things under copyright and put them ori the web "
Information ;end graphics

enter the !allelic elceiceauc, %.% lier.
they can be, used ley anyone. 75
years after the. date of puldica
time or 50 years either the (keit le
of the c’re’uetccr
Cohere explaitied that literarv,
musical and dramatic ceerks
were sonic, of flee (Teat c ’ee I hat
could lee emend Icc ogo.ii;da.
but ideas. reenrepts ;ilia preen.
dories could wet
hie exrela Hai lee e.eeie
laiA is fair use, leer eder..eiceele:il
institutions. acreerellie:: lee l’eelieql
Ih.peniling on thee pterpose and
characteristic ot the. use, the
itrmiant used cc lat ice tee flee. new
work, the intention eer the ore:final wca-k tel the cdtlrt on the
market or thee original weerk,
schools may otilne tide alma Km
that is tinder ce eye. right
Seth l’ Bates. a preetesseer
with the dive-gen or tc,
said tile Mtorneeit leen ale, elit copy
right infririgenient vas helpful
are :ell de\ elopin). ’meter
110,
tel fief’ 1111.41’111111M ,
Internet and a alien depart
intents," Flute’s said " \Ve. need tee
know if we are ineekine,e. ourselvees
vultiteraltle tee lae suits The.
other side of this is it ve develop
Heed to
originiel niaterial
know where our rights aree."
Serena Staiireerd. the a-seeci
:the vice president eel ieralluette
studies. said that requiring
1111:ASV,11r11, 111
1111

.1

cycle

"I would strongly recommend
that you find a copy of the fair
use, policy on the Internet,"
Stanford said.
Stanford also explained what
rights faculty, staff and SJSU
produced by indiI ad tee we
viduals ;aid in collaboration.
The cre)etor would have all
rights to the, information or
product. according to Stanfbrd,
unless there was ,joint collaboration A project that utilized university facilities could qualify as
a joint collaboration, she said.
Staff and faculty also have
different rights to their work at
the university, according to
Cohen. Staff work is considered
for hire, which gives the universay all rights to the product.
Vaoulty members work is
not considered work for hire,"
Cohen said. "If that used staff
time, then the university may
say. .Lets jointly own this
because we are putting extra
resources in This would be on a
case -by -ease. basis."
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Your link

Macdonald said the lottery was again," said student Leah
a better option than numbers Miller after plunking down 10
rackets because it kept the prof- bucks at the 7-Eleven. "I can
buy my mom a huge house. I
its out of organized crime.
"I don’t think it’s so bad," can by myself a huge house."
Miller said it was the big
Macdonald said. "I bought 10
jackpot that attracted her.
tickets."
"I never play," she said. "But
Jaginder Dhaliwal, owner of
the Campus Market on San It’s 80 m-i-l-l-i-o-n dollars!"
Robert Carrasco of the
Salvador street doesn’t sell tickets but said at least 15 people California Lottery’s San Jose
district office said if no one wins
had come by hoping she, did.
"Today is like a crazy day," the prize, the jackpot will certainly rise above the $118.8 milshe said.
Lottery sales Wednesday at lion record set in 1991.
"Oh God, if it rolls over
the 7-Eleven at Sixth and San
Carlos streets had reached tonight, the way sales have
been going it will top $130 mil$2,991 by 2:40 p.m.
"I’ll never have to work lion," Carrasco said.
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Lotto: Jackpot gets big draws
Continued from page 1
about the same whether you
play or not," Pfiefer said.
Pfiefer said he doesn’t play
himself but thought the notion
that "someone has to win" is
what motivates people, especially when the stakes get high.
He said buying Super Lotto
tickets wasn’t necessarily a
waste of student’s money.
"I don’t really see any harm,
if people enjoy it," Pfiefer said.
"As long as they can afford it."
The lottery has been criticized as unfair taxation on the
poor because those with lower
incomes tend to play more.
Sociology instructor P. Terry

READ
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Grayson West/ Spartan Daily
San Jose State University President Robert Caret addresses
questions during his monthly press conference. His last monthly
press conference of the semester will be held in May.

for Dec. ’97, May
& Aug. ’98 grads.
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SJSU SPARTAN SPECTRUM AUDITIONS
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San Jose State University is looking for talented young ladies who have had drill team
or dance experience to try out for the
SPARTAN SPECTRUM DANCE TEAM.
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The SPECTRUM DANCE TEAM members
travel with the SPARTAN MARCHING
BAND and are featured at all Spartan football games. This fall the band and dancers
are going to HAWAII for four days!! Each
member receives priority registration privileges, two units of credit, a physical education waiver, and the opportunity to perform
for THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE.

WHEN:

Saturday, April 11, 1998 at 1:00 PM.
The audition will end by 4:00 PM.

WHERE:

In the Music Building Concert Hall

WHAT:

Wear dance clothing, and be prepared
to learn a dance routine. You do not
need to perform a prepared routine.
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Debate: ’Joking aside’ SJSU squares up with Oxford, Cambridge team
Continued from page 1
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out that Blair has
101 her country disillusioned,
but her heart was not in it. By
List’ end of her speech, she was
again making fun of the leaders.
Weetman, who had not made
a serious comment up to this
point, tried to make one. As the
fiulis of his argument faded, so
did his seriousness.
Maltbie still told no jokes in
her closing argument, sticking
strictly to the facts.
"We knew we couldn’t debate
like that, so we stuck to what we
were good at," Maltbie said afterward.
The strategy paid off. SJSU

She pointed

AA
We knew we couldn’t debate like that,
so we stuck to what we were good at.
Jayme Beth Maltble,
SJSU debater

was rewarded with the victory
by the three judge panel.
Next up in the debate was,
"This House believes cloning of
humans will advance the

species."
Both sidi.s agreed to make
this the more serious debate.
Alex Kramer and I kid i
Elverud argued against the reso-

lution for SJSU and lan
MacMullen of Oxford and Gavin
Hurley of Cambridge supported
the resolution.
MacMullen decidtd lii fOcus
on cloning being beneficial tin gay
couples, couples unable to reproduce and for couples who might
pass down genetic diseases.
Kramer thanked the Brits for
their seriousness and came out
strong. lie claimed cloning is not
beneficial to society, only to the
rich. He also warned against a
race orsuper-humans."
Hurley wanted to bring the
argument back to the specific
items MacMullen had outlined.

But Elverud refused to get
specific with her argument,
which may have hurt the
American team. They would in
fact never address the specific
issues.
The closing argument was
made by MacMullen. He decided
to meet the Americans on their
ground by generalizing the issue.
"We are constantly making
progress," he said. "We can’t just
stop because somewhere down
the line there may be a problem."
probably
argument
his
played a big part in the Brit’s
second debate victory and he was
given "Outstanding Performer."

Job Fair:
Continued from page 1
Itubley. it 27 -year-old
Iniancr major, arrived at the
1,iir .it 124,t p.m and was optimistic about the fair’s opportunities.
--Thp fair gist’s nu... it Jump
ahead of the people who don’t
take advantage of this,"
said.
A video explaining how to
have a successful fair :mil a flier
that lists tips for success were
provided is. the Carror Center

Southwest Airlines Sets You
Free With Fares s99 Or Less
IIt t, 11,i, V, itti Rotin,11,1,

From Oakland
or San lose to:
Albuquerque

soo

Austin

soo

Baltimore Washington iftWli

$99

Boise

$88

Burbank

$’19

F.I Paso

St it)

to help :Thidents For the most
part, rinplo.,r- were greeted
with informed Applicants
"I think it’s ahout 511-50. One
guy didn’t 1..1, i’11 talk. he just
handed 1111’ his resume." said
Karen Sli.i of Western IFigital.
It
with making disk
vhich

drives
(hit ’it the 1.-,0 to 2(10 applicants that Slits’ talked to, 26 of
for intimthem we....
vie%ys next ,.eek.
"A It of times it is good to
meet with them idle -on -one,"
Shav, said
Jettrex Fontana, a 33 -yearengineering
nowliartical
old
major. Agreed with the imporone interaction
tant, ot
Anil thought that the fair was
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Fontana said,
I ack to the fair ifti.r

.1 nil...ling. "It’s either this or go
,loor 1,, door with companies."
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of
Norwest
Financial said the questions
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their reearch
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Now that spring break is over, its time to concentrate on planning your next trip And you’ll be glad
to know that Southwest Airlines is offering fares for $99 or less each way based on roundtrip travel
Fly anywhere Southwest Airlines flies coast -to -coast through spring and summer Yes, that means
even students can afford to fly lust purchase your roundtrip tickets within one day of making
reservations and at least seven days before departure And remember that seats are limited and
won’t be available on some flights during busy travel times and holiday periods Plan and purc base
Tic ketless Travel Online at www southwest com Or call your travel agent or Southwest Airlines at
I-800-.16-0792 for reservations
Consulte a su agente tie viales, o para hacer reservadones en I spariol Ilame gratis a Southwest
Airlines a I-800-221-0010
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WOMEN WHO ARE PROUD
OF THEIR HERITAGE

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIEOFFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS

COMPENSATION

Ilttlf1111

SERVICE AND FARES FROM ORANGE
COUNTY AND SAN FRANCISCO MAY DIFFER
INCLUDES SCHEDULED NONSTOP
DIRECT ISAME PLANEI,
AND CONNECTING SERVICE

,40110,0
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A
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Your plans must
lude a stayover of at least one night Tickets are nonrefundable but lexcept for ticket,’ purchaSed through our (iroup Tickets program) may be applied toward future travel on Southwest Airlines Fares
are subject to change until ticketed Any change in itinerary may result in an increase in fare Travel through September 9 199fi Fares do not imlude airport taxes of $3 to $12 roundtrip 01998 Southwest Airlines Co
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STATE FARM
INSURANCE COMPANIES
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State Farm Insurance Companies offers
opportunities for Underwriting, Claims, and
Accounting Management Trainees for our North
Coast Region. We offer excellent training programs and benefits
packages including cost of living salary adjustments. If interested,
please send resume to:

JC.
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Focused on your future
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State Farm Insurance Companies
6400 State Farm Drive, Rohnert Park, CA 94926
Attention: Human Resources

Villey For over a decade N.1:17:
liVre an /I M networking company based in the
multiwrvice It Yule.-Inw Networking (UN) winnow, managing
has provided
voice, data, image and Video Millie With atonhtng efficiency At N.F.T, we maximize your skills
and reward.your accompli)hments. Ion 11’ not the only one tocu3ed on your future as .you can see
by the f011ozeing opportnnitto. so an’ we’ lot num, details, men ih on the It at www.netcom

Applications are accepted on a continuous basis
State Farm is an Equal Opportunity Employer

See us at the OCR Job Fair!

HARDWARE ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
DEVELOPMENT TEST ENGINEERS
INFORMATION SERVICES SPECIALISTS
INTERNSHIPS/C0-0PsJua/PARTTPAH

Frost & Sullivan. an international marketing consulting
company, was founded in 196 I and now employ, inure than 400
employees in offices around the world. We are currently recruiting for
the tollowing positions:
Marketing Research Analyst

Research market share, sales growth, and competitiors
for market analysis and revenue forecasting. Extensive
interviewing and writing. Areas researched include
industrial, medical, telecommunicaions, and information
technonolgy. A BS/BA degree required; Economics,
Political Science, Business, Marketing, and Finance
degrees encouraged.

Join us at the San Jose State
OCR Job Fair

Sales

Thursday, April 9, 1998
from 10ani - .ipm in the Student Union Barret Ballroom

selling market research and consulting services. Areas
include high tech and medical. BA/BS

Sales
If you arc unable to attend. send y, u! resume to’
N I.. Attn: College 12.clarions, ()Soo Paseo Padre
I ’II
Parkway. Fremont, ( A 9,i5S5 km.111 .11/111V,’
(text olik, no allaChniellts)

Ny

FaX: (5101 5I

proud to be an I.qual tipporninity

Market consulting training program. Inside sales position

Insied sales rep for Latin American Companies. Must be
fluent in Spanish. BA/BS

Survey Associate

Conduct computer aided telephoine interviews for primary
market research. BA/BS

11115.

Please visit our booth at the OCR Job Fair
on April 9th in the Student Union Ballroom

114/ take you thew
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www.frost.com Fax (650) 237-6569
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AFTER GRADUATION,
BE IN GOOD COMPANY
Everyday, some of the world’s leading integrated circuit designers start with Avant! tools
to develop the latest in cutting edge technology. We make the
tools that make IC design faster, smaller...better.

If you’re ready to join a dynamic environment, send us your resume today!
We’re looking for the following people:

Asic Designers
Physical Designers
Applications Engineers
Software Engineers -GUI

II

Software Engineers-EDA
Software Engineers-VDSM
Technical Marketing/Sales
MIS

Please visit the Avant! booth at San Jose State University’s
On-Campus Recruiting Fair on

Thursday, April 9th!
Fax resumes to the Staffing Department at (510)
739-4312 or email to buit@avanticorp.com. For
more information about our comapny, check out
our website at www.avanticorp.com.
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NEWS
Virgo
August 24 to September 22
Compulsive and obsessive, if you stuck a
lump of coal up your booty. in three days you’d
have a diamond Keep at it -- maybe you could
get a job in a sideshow.
Famous Virgoans Dweezil Zappa.
Libra
,Septero her 23 to ()e.tober 22
The leader in the House ot Partnership.
Libras crave relationships The., Are
rush tic get hitched usu. ill hecatise thiev don’t
want tee keep }laving to explain that nagging
herpes thing
Famous
-tipankvCworge
Literati
NhFarland
Seeerpio

eHibcf 21
-Still waters 11111 111.01)
Hui
ill III,111111
taste good Confucius titian -,.. "The. e.eeck
:tt midnight Spartan heeL stall :ay.
"Did anyone ever e:oiemler strapping Cmitticitis
into straight Jacket.’
Famous Scarman Jenny: NkCarthy.
2.4 tr)

Confucius

Created by
Spartan Daily Staff
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You’ve always been eene to lee ditli.rent hut
that doesn’t mean everyone else needs tee be
informed as to your quirks. Take some
it’s best tee keep t he se Epilady fetishes incognito, you sick S.O.B.
Famous Aryan: Hammer
Taurus
April 21 to May 211
Taureans are typically ohsessed with pee,ses
sions and physical plc; eaires Which mean,
that, while you’re often multi-erg:Isom...you :ire
so strapped for cash you don’t have a pot tee piss
in or a window to threekk it out of.
Well, you can’t haye it all ...
Famous TaUrVall Elemlbert liumperdinck

Sagittarius
ember 22 1,, 11,,,vitiber 21
Your homier tends towiril the bathroom \ are
eh,. %% loch should come as leo :unwise. Yieur
nie eements have. he -e -n irregular this
eveeek
Remember more prunes_ more fiber Good
luck
Famous Sago t armee Cathy Lee Crosby
Vice

IL’etpriet)rti
//e, ere het 22 le, Iiitituirr /9
Your first -sexual fantasies featured Scott
Noeiire not
liatee mid Valerie liertinelli
m your embarament_ t hat I:
;don,
Gemini
,Althouglt hoth did ear embellevably tight
Moy 21 to June 21
\k,i, I liai cede Ic-cl
Jeans and \ it be 13at, Ile,
House
eel
the. thigh -thing
eel the 11;11111,MA
Geminians sit as rulers over the
ear,
Communication which explains your timely- (luring the llappy I la
good
work. you
honed oral skills! Keep up the
Famous Capriciermein (Mier-tent- Carteris.
silver-tongued devil. you.
Famous Geminian: Morgan Free-num.
Aquarius
-kinitory 2() Klucid r\ 18
Cancer
Ill IH there tor you. \yhen (lie- rain starts tee
June 22 to itily 22
like- l’ye been the -re’
Hell. lii be there- her
Catch the red -eye tee Reno.
there tiir
betore. FII Icy there for vii, ’en/
3,oll
T11,11, Will
Bet the NO. :3 horse at Santa Anita.
ito leo ’ \Vrit .111)1,
Don’t ask :my question:
retele it’ the Mai:, eet Friend- t-;ee :cert.\
Famous Cancertan Jamie Farr.
hamai: Aquarian Sherman

Leo
../idy 2:i to August 23
Your sign’s colors are gold and purple.
often interpreted as being indicative of royalty
It really just means that a Luke rs game is in
your future.
Famous Leonian TVne pest! Bledsoe
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Stars to film movie at arena
Ticketholders to get shot at 15 minutes of fame
fly Asa Beset!
*SIMI Willi
Tonight more weenwn than
usual may: show up it the Sceli
Arena, fiir the San Jose
the Anaheim Mighty
Sharks
Ihicks gain, But it won’t be for
the he ,ckev
According to infintmation
riilease.d
the Sharks Media
Ritatiens. actiir ;end heartthrob
Lit thew McConaugiu.y i"A
Tone Ti kill.- "Contact") will be
;in hand tier shooting of the.
movie "Ed TV." by director Ron
I:i";
I leeward I -If atiseni,le is a ceineetv about a
The.
video-sten. clerk named Ed
,NIcConatighey I. who instantly

becomes famous when he allows
cable network to tape his every
moye, 24 hours a day, every day.
Actress Jenna Elfman, from
the television sitcom "Dharma
and Greg" will also participate’ in
the filming.
Other stars of the cast not
scheduled to appear at the arena
are Woody Harrelson, Ellen
DeGeneres
and
Elizabeth
I urley
Footage fir "Ed TV" will be
shot during the first and second
intermissions, as well as after
the game. The press release
encourages fans to stay after the
game for an opportunity to partitillate- as "extras" in the movie.
During the shoot, fans will be
cc

instructed to cheer and chant for
"Ed."
"It (the movie) is based in the
Bay Area, and in one scene
McConaughey comes to the
arena to drive the Zambonies,"
San Jose Sharks Marketing
Manager Jim Sparaco said.
The Zamboni is the machine
that resurfaces the ice.
According to the release, the
movie shoot is likely to continue
late into the night.
To accommodate those who
want to attend the filming, a
general concession stand located
behind Section 103 will stay
open until midnight.
The game starts at 7:30 p.m.
tonight.

Utz: Remembered as ’high quality’
Continued from page 1
"Ile was talking about retiring in tyo years," Ibrahim said.
’Ile said he wanted tic t ravel the
world loge -do -1’ with his wile."
Ibrahim remembers when
l’tz jeined 5.151’ following a 30year stint in the cemputer industry.
"Ile c [’tin was HOC Of the’ first
people I hired.- Ibrahim said.
Alp was sharp, had a great sense
of humor ;mil hail a IliCe
her helping students. Ibrahim said faculty members
will act Is substitutes in Utz’s
classes until a replacement is
hired.
Pradeep Kumar Jaligamit, ;in
5.151’ engineering student. was
taking an engineering management course taught by I, ’tic this
semester. Ile said he was
shocked when he heard the
news.
-Dr. I Z COOld 11’1’11 Maki’
engineering management at
en a Saturday morning
interesting,- Jaligania said. "His
explanations were ve -rs. clear
and I enjoyed his class very
Hewlett-Packard engineers
also remembered I 717. ;is a former co-worker and then as a vis-

ding instructor in the on -site
graduate engineering program,
John McBain, an HP quality
engineer, said when he walked
into the classroom ;it LIP and

66
He did a good job
at everything that
he did and we have
tremendous
respect for him. He
was the kind of
instructor you just
wanted to sit and
listen to.
Mike Caldwell
engineer

saw Utz, he; knew he had a good
deal.
"Ile was very high quality,"
McKie; said. "He knew how to
put it all together, how tee make
things tit together."

Mike Caldwell, an HI-) engineer, said Utz was an asset to
the company.
"He did a good job at everything that he did and we have
tremendous respect for him, "
Caldwell said. "He was the kind
of instructor you just wanted to
sit and listen to."
An author and lecturer on
technology, Utz also played the
organ and enjoyed horses,
according to his wife, Martha.
"Ile; just loved Clydesdales
because they were; so beautiful,"
Martha said. "We went to see
them at Busch Gardens where
we took the tour."
Utz especially enjoyed his
60th birthday in January with
his family in Las Vegas, according to his wife.
"lie’ said it was the best birthday he ever had," she said.
Utz is survived by two daughters, Kimberly and Stacia, both
SJSU alumnae, and a son,
Kevin.
A memorial service will be
held at Darling & Fisher
Funeral Home today at 11:00
;em.
Donations may be made in
Utz’s name to Mothers Against
Drunk Driving MADDI or the
American Heart Association,
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JOB FAIRS

Like to make $75,000 next year?

The V*Eik
of Fujitsu

l’ lilt

Innovation at Work!

Join the
Leading Team!

See OCR
Job Fairs ad
on pg. 5 for
complete
company
listing.

Xicor is a leading supplier
cl

,

of innovative programmable.
nonvolatile semiconductor

(cc r F eeded,id I cE,.?
1.111)11

products used world wide

Network Computing Architecture
CAD Tools Development
VLSI
It %.11
littp
c \

EFG EMISSARY FINANCIAL GROUP

At
ix

ASIC Design
S/W Library Development
3D Multimedia
Wireless
Mixed-Signals/Networking
Circuit Design
Logic Design
Product Information
I
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Sic the ad on page t,t, eel Mc SISI lob Sedie:h
’etude tinder MK Old affiliate qi "t-inaneial
Planning Center of N. (’alifornia." For more information stop b), our booth on April 9. Recuiting
Fair. ill the Student [nom Ballroom or call Alan
Oda./ ;it (4081 248-1560 leer a Guaranteed First
Interview. Send resume to 2770 Nccc hall St
Slow #2 A. Santa Clara. CA 95050

in telecommunications,
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consumer electronics,
computers and peripherals
transportation and
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IC Design

Process ,In;,
Test Design

instrumentation We otter
state of Ihe- ail technology
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FUJITSU MICROFLECTRONICS. INC

to new
h and development
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Contact the placement office for details on our on campus visit or send your
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resume and transcripts indicating position CO
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The SPARTAN DAILY
mauls no clan for products or
services advertised below not is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and cawing& are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER CAMP JOSS! Counselor
and Speoalist positions for horseback
nding. at. performance art, Env. Ed.
backpaciarg. gannastics & archery at
two resident girls’ camps in the Santa
Cruz Mtns. and a day camp in San
Jose. Uleguals, food service, mante
nance, and health staff also needed.
Ana Aug salary brifts. Contact Peg
Chappars. (40812874170. 81.258.
CHILDCARE OPENING/Nds Corner
Need a job with a positive work
ing environment? Join the YMCA!
P/T, mornings or afternoons.
working with infants & older children.
Contact Debi 226’9622u26. EOE.
YOU GET US CUSTOMERS, we’ll
give you 5$. Young telecommuni
cations co. seeking self starters
P/T. call 1.8884852158.
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WANTED: BAR STAFF BIG UL’S
P/T. Flexible Fri & Sat. 511pm.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
Call 4082957469
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for summer day camp San
Jose with emphasis on multicul
tural, environmental and sports
programs for girls. Weekdays.
June Aug. salary + bnfts. Contact
Peg Chappas 408 2874170e4. 258
SWIM TEACHERS -WS! preferred
Spring/Summer, Foil/Part Time
AM/PM positions available.
Apply at AVAC - 5400 Camden As.
S.I. or contact 408/267 4032.
Now Interviewinga!! Call Today"!
CLERICAL PERSON - PART TIME
Microsoft. Excel & general office
work. etc. For more info call Kevin
Crowley 408267 1665.
TUMBUNG/MVMT ED TEACHERS
Need a job with a positive working
environment? Join the YMCA! P/T
afternoons. Teaching 611 yr olds.
Contact Den 226-9622x 26. EOE
SUMMER JOBS
For Teachers & Aides
Palo Alto School Distnct
Child Development Centers.
Excellent Pay.
Regular & Substitute Positions
Available. For information, call
650856.0876
ROUND TABLE PIZZA Willow
Glen Now hiring Customer
Service 8, Drivers. Flexible days
& hours. PT or F/T. Apply in
person: 1175 Lincoln Ave. Cross
street Willow. Ask for Chuck.
ECE STUDENTS: Jean the teaching
team at our NAEYC accredited,
corporate sponsored work site child
care center at Good Sam Hospital,
Flexible schedules to work around
your class & study needs. ECE unrts
& expenence required FAX resume
408 5592619 a cal 408 5592453.
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is ninng
ILS Instructors to teach ILS to DD
adults Flexible hrs Gain great
rounselingexpenence 2484464.
CENTER FOR AUTISM
Therapist position to work with
Autistic Children. BA/MA by 6/98
ill Psychology, Child Development.
MFCC. etc. Own transportation,
flexible hours, various locations.
408 Milt? or Fax 40828011.13.
TEACHERS
Fun, Exciting, Developmental?
We need you on our team
PT or Sub. Benefits. 2474510
WAITRESS WANTED Lunch Shift
Part time Knowledge of Japanese
foods preferred. Good tips. 565
North 6th St Si 408/2899508.
MALE BABYSITTER WANTED for
5 year old boy 3 afternoons/wk,
dream. 8 hrs/wk. Must have car,
be patient & like children. $10/hr.
Call 408/3794220

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOSS
INSTRUCTION
Excellent benefits Woad Travel.
Ask us how’ 517 324 3090 ext
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
C60411.
accepting students who wish to
TEACHERS high quality, licensed excel in playing guitar or bass. All
drown childcare centers for 2-12 levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
year olds.
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock,
Flex PT/FT positions
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Days, Eve. Weekends
Call Bill at 408 298-6124.
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
ARGENTINE TANGO Wednesdays
Benefits available
Classes at Germania Restaurant
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
261 N. 2nd St. Si Beg 7:00pm,
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS Int 8:00 pm. Dancing 9:0011:00,
for Autistic girl. 812Y/hour. more $10 ($5 wish/dent 10.4082937934.
for expenence. Paid training. Part
time afternoons & weekends.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Please call 408/9468211.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good Professors of Piano
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad, "National Teachers Guild Assn.
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record. National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Starting $20/M.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
Call 4082416662
999W. San Cartos St. 971 7557.
in Santa Clara foryour
www.deluxedriving.com
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVEW
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50
up
to
Marketer
$10.00/hour.
WORD PROCESSING
$15/hr Call now, 408939 3369

SPEAK FRENCH Work r Provence
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Help a family and their 12 year old
for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking. Degree or Credential NOT ReQuited.
cleaning. errands. Must be at Opportunity fa TeachrgExpenence.
least 21. have drivers license.
Need Car.
swim & speak French confidently. Voce Mal:14031287 4170 eat. 408
Call 14157712537.
EOE/AAE

AIR FORCE ENGINEERING
*COMPUTER SCIENCE
*PHYSICS
"ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
METEOROLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES.
The Air Force is seeking qualified
technical specialists to assume
immediate responsibilities. As an
Air Force professional you can
enjoy great pay and benefits with
GROCERY
30 days of vacation with pay per
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is year and opportunities to advance.
accepting applications for part. If your’re the technical best. talk
time employment in the San Jose to the Air Force at 800 423 USAF
& Milpitas area. .We have rrrnedate
openings fix meat clerks, courtesy NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli Work in the Great Outdoors.
clerks. Experience in a retail Forestry. Wildlife Preserves. Conenvironment is a plus. "We are cessionaires. Firefighters & more.
seeking fnendly, customer service Competitive wages + benefits.
oriented individuals. "Please see Ask us how! 517 324 3110 ext.
store director at 3251 So. White N60411.
Road. San Jose or at 215W.
Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart GRAPHIC ARTIST Position avail
Supermarkets is an equal oppor- able 20 hours a week. Contact
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
tunity employer. We do preemploy- the Student Union Director’s BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Earn to $25 00/hr salary tips.
Office 9am 5pm, 924-6310.
ment drug testing.
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
Students needed in the immediate
group projects.etc. I have a
area. Full time/part time openings.
ACCOUNTS WINNABLE Technician
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
typewriter to complete your
Call today 1-650-9689933.
Two positions available. Starting
Women ages 21 29. healthy.
International Bartenders School. applications for med/law sdaxii. etc.
responsible, all nationalities.
$8.00 per hour. Work Study Only.
Will transcribe your taped
Contact the Student Union Director’s
Give the gat of life!
interviews or research notes.
Office. 9am 5pm. 924-6310.
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Fax Machine. Notary Public,
Bonus a Chnese & Japanese clods Education Award through Amen.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
corps at the San Jose ConservaRECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY for
PLEASE CALL WWFC
tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
Periodontics office. Bilingual req.
900-314-9996
individuals to work with "at risk" *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Fluent in English/Vietnamese. No
experience req. PT to FT. Salary SSW INSTRUCT0RS/UFB3UARDS youth for year-long positions. High Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
neg. Fax resume to 408-929-9063 Los Gatos Swim and Racquet School diploma required & ability Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
or leave message for Vincent at Club. Must have CPR. First Aide. to get class B license. $6.25 Ftesumes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
1400.5255857 ext. 6009.
and Lifeguard training certificate. hourly plus benefits. Fuil/Parttime.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24, ,s Exp.
WSl preferred for instructors. Call Joe 408/283 7164. EOE.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PART-TIME HELP NEEDED
Need experienced Children’s
Position available in Sunnyvale
Swim Team Asst, Coach. Pp* in $1500 weekly potential mailing PROFESSIMAL WCRD PROCESSM.
247.2681. 8ank8pm.
Optometry office. Will train. Great person. 14700 Oka Road, Los our circulars. Free information.
Call 410-783-8272.
Opportunity! 408/7393588.
Gatos, CA. (40813562136.
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
VALET PARKING Local company
MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
now accepting applications for Will Train. Must have clean DMV. looking for people. Flexible ThesesTenn PapersResumes
*Group Projects
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at
All formats. including APA 4th Ed.
Immediate Openings Start Today! $15 per hour. 867-7275.
617 N. 6th St. 9989711.
Laser Printer. Experienced,
Dependable. Quick Return
YMCA OF Santa Clara Valley now ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Almaden/Branham area.
hiring for summer camp staff & bus product line. Knowledge of small Eam to $2.000/month. Free arid
(408) 264-4504
drivers. We offer Day Camps. Travel handtools & light machining a travel (Europe. Caribbean. etC.I.
Camps. Speciality Camps. Sports plus. Other duties include light Get the #1 source’ Ring: 1919)
Camps & much moe!!! Call the office work. shipping & receiving. 9331939 ext. C238.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
YMCA near you for more information, Team player mentality a must.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Central (San Jose) 408-2981717. Campbell. CA. Fax resume to:
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Part time. Flexible Hours.
Nattavest (Cupertino) 4082577160. 408/370.5743.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Sodtmest (Saatogal 408-370-1877.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Specialist. Confidential.
South Valley (So. Sh 4082269622.
Great for Students!
WORK FROM HOME
Your own probe or disposable.
Serving Downtown Sanitise.
Growing International Company
Inner City Express.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
PART-TIME WORKER wanted for Looking for motivated individuals
247-7486.
a tableware store inside of Yaohan
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
$800-$5.000/per mo. PT/FT
Plaza I Saratoga & Moorpark)
Request FREE Detail
MEN & WOMEN
Japanese speaker preferred Call
rig onto’ www hhn rom
SECURITY - ACUFACTS. INC.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Access Code 5315
4082518185 for details.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
Groat for Students.
or using chemicals. Let us
or
PJ.
All
shifts.
UT
88
school
TEACHERS.
DAYCARE
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
permanently remove your
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
available. Easy hours. Good seeks responsible individuals for
hair. Back Chest Lip
unwanted
Benefits!
Many
in
the
Top
Pay
with
money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323.
extended daycare. P/T
Bikini Chin Tummy etc
afternoon. No ECE units are Cal 408286-5880am:rim person
Students
& faculty receive 19,
week
7am to 7pm 7 days a
CAMP TAKAJO FOR BOYS. on Long required. Previous expenence with
discount First appt 1 ’2 ;Ina, ,r
959 0 Mendtan Ave Si.
Lake, Naples. Maine Noted for children preferred. Pleae rontara
made
before
5’30 ’98 Hair Tttday
picturesque location. exceptional Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
facilities. & outstanding programs.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
Receptionist, Office Clerk
ATTENTION
FREE TRAVEL. June 22August 23.
(408) 379-3500
Sales. Customer Support
Education and Science Majors
Over 50 COUNSELOR positions in
Technician. Testing Optr
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Tennis Lacrosse Swimming
is looking for enthusiastic
Warehouse Clerk
Golf "Sailing *Canoeing Scuba
AUTO SERVICES
instructors for our afterschool
Call 408/942-8866
Archery .Backpacking Video
woorkr.orkrg *Radio& Electronics Science Clubs & Summer Camps. or fax to 408/942-8260
WADES DYNAMIC
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
Ceramics .Fine Arts Secretanal
AUTO BODY REPAIR
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
515/hr.
Kitchen Staff. Call Mike Sherbun
’Where quality is a must"
To Apply Please Call
Hvw 680 exit Landess Ave.
at 800-250 8252 for additional
Scecialding in minor and
1.800-2139796
tum left at Clear Lake Ave.
information.
mid size damage *Free detailing
"Free pick up "Free delivery
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
SECURITY
up to $600/month’
sell discount subcriptions to Bay "Free estimates "Insurance Work
Full and Part Time Positions
"All makes & models
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Graves. Swings and Weekends
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
Healthy mares. 1940 years old. Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
Low key job sites
Discover & American Express
OW. Students/Grads/Faculty near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Will train
Phry 408 287 8337
Abcom Pnvate Secunty
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Contact California Cryobank
440 N. First St #120 San Jose
1650 324 1900, M F. 84:30. Promotions 494 0200.
408.2474827
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT. afternoons. Tues.Sat. Must be reliable, honest.
able to do physical work. Exp.
working w/dogs pref. but will
train. Great poly for dog lover!
$6.50 hr. FAX resume w/cover
letter to: 408377-0109 or call
371-9115.

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age rec. program.
PIT from 2-6pm. M F during the
school year. Some P T morning
positions available from approx.
7am ham. F/T during summer day
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted camp prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE
Small World Schools has Part units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Roc
Time and Full Time, a.m, and Dept. Call ant a 354 8700 x223.
p.m.. permanent and summer (Not available school year? Call for
positions available. Units in CD, summer employ: lifeguards, camp
ECE. Psych. Soc. or Rec required leaders, pert & cultural arts cvimpt
If you are interested in working
with a high quality child care
START NOW! $1800,’mo PT
25 hr/wk. Call NOW 736-4605.
company call 408-379.3200 a 21.
Environmental Distnbutors.
S TELESALES GOLF
$10 per how minimum +bonuses
Si State Location
5 hour shift 3pm 8pm
Contact James 4082954810

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
FOR SALE
PLUS seeking FT & P.’T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
flex,
MAC
CLASSIC 11 (4/40)
are also available that offer
. "0im. padded
i
.
ble hours. ECE units preferred bur 1.1
mouse pad.
IASI’,
lust
not required. Please contact
Only $200. um’ Aaron 8 home
Cathy at 244.1968 x16
10%
1/1132
iir
1.1.(11.

OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE BIG PROFITS! SiI[ ,,.
4000 fast selling product,. i
info write TLM. 4934 Colon Ave
Dept 2A. San Jose. CA 95118.

AMAZING CATALOG

San Jo,

TUTORING

RENTAL HOUSING

CAMPUS CLUBS

2 BDRM/2 BATH, large newly
remodeled. Garage parking under
bldg. Washer/dryer in bldg.
$1325/mo + dep. 388 0091 or
445-0911.

0.1. PROGRAM APPLICANTS:
Adding for interested SJSU students.
4/14. 6pm, CCB 210 or 4/30.
1:30pm, CCB 222. 924,3070.

211DRIA. MAMBO - $950/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
14081 295 6893
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrni,:2 oath Very clean.
Secunty type bldg. Laundry. cable.
ample parking. Walk or nob bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo.
Call 288-9157

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

TRAVEL,

SERVICES

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Wrrting & Editing
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408) 978-8034

QUICKRESUME SERVICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
You need an exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other 90 CAMARO RS $4500.obo. Red
students because exceptional All power. 5 speed, air. cc. 8 cyl,
resumes get noticed by recruiters. alarm. Great cond. 4084610555.
Differentiation is the key. We, at
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
FUNDRAISING
professional resume according to
your background, education, work
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
experience. & your held of expertise
Fundraising opportunities
A good resume will put your career
on the right track. Rate = $19.95. available. No financial obligation.
Great for clubs.
you get a resume as a Microsoft
For more information call
WORD document on a disk & five
(888151A Plus ext. 51.
printed copies of your resume on
quality paper. Fax service available.
Please call 14081 395 3544,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
evenings’ 4pm-10Pm.
TAX PREPARATION487-3203
R.D Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening Weekend
ComputenzedLicensedBonded
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays. letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info. please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EfAall

EUROPE SUMMER ’98
4249 leach way plus taxes)
MexicolCanbb. $209 $249 Rif
HAWAII 8119 0, yr
CALL 800-834-9192
http://anv.arhitch.org

EVENTS

-HEAUNG DEPRESSION"
1430 AM RADIO
7:30am Sunday 10pm Saturday
’YOU’RE NOT ALONE"
At times when feelings of isolation,
loneliness, and depression try to
overwhelm, it is good to know
’You’re not alone’. Three people
discuss man’s oneness and
inseparability form God and His
Love and the impact this understanding has on our lives.
This pamphlet may be ordered
at your nearby Christian Science
Reading Room.
Prerecorded info: 4088674255.

EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN G007
"Have questions?
Cunous?
*Need a study break?
Make fnends, have fun!
COMPUTERS ETC,
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday, 5:367:00pm
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Union, Pacheco Room
&
trade
computers.
Student
sell
We buy.
486. Pentium. Mac, & Notebooks.
lExcept 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rmi
Everyone Welcome!
Refurbal equipment is warrantied.
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. betw Hwy Episcopal Canterbury Community
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408 293 2401. ABLange@aol.com
http:§menters.ad.can/EpiCorrrnSJ
408-873-8070
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
CoMPact lused)486SL25. 12 Ram.
540 HO. Mouse. modem,
free email, Mono. Win 95.
MS Office 95 Std.. $275.
At,er iNewi 200MHZ MMX
16MG/ 1Gig HD. KB. Mouse.
CD-Rom. Sound Card. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std . 56K Modem
14" Monitor w/speakers $599.
Intrax Group. Inc
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
San Jose, 408/2718600

INSURANCE
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR 22’s on the Same Day
Hinng Nov, Bilingual
’English /Spanishr
PHN 408247 3734
FAX 408.247-5417

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment Ilstrigs
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@he Book Cafe Center
3483 95 S. Bascom
40819784034
GnosecAl tan & derdenordnacnal
Otters saf its always new and vital"
It supports me in my life "
-I get in contact with the real me
experience wholeness"
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie

Daily
-- -CROSSWORDACROSS

suro INSURANCE

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

t

Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Driver,"
"Good Rates for Non-Good DN.,.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-ca"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9 2
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down Monthly Payments
"No Driver Refused
* Cancelled or Rejected
"Du’ Suspended Lwow.
.A, cidents "Ti s,".
lev.lediate SR ’
Geod Dever Di,
"Non ()Miner
r ’
Sarn 8prn. Monday Saturday
"Fret’ Phorie
Cali Us Now
(408) 241-5400
ALL COVERAGE INSURANCE

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30a. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800655.3225.
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DIRECTORS. TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school age child
care ()enters in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas
Full & part time positions available,
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE. Recreation. Psychology.
Sociologr and/cr Physical Educatiori
Please call Beth Profio at 408
291 8894 for more information
and locations.
CASHIERS a STOCKERS PT/FT
Flexible hours, 5 min from SJSU
Central Cash & Carry
Call Gene (r 9752480. M/F 94
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY or
financial aid? Willing to work
flexible hours and make great
money? ARM is expanding and
needs you now Don’t wait. (tali
now Kim 3601370

1,0541

.’..’

.1 rt_ I : -

A GREAT SUMMER .10131
Campbell Recreation Day Camps
Hinng Now. Call 8662105
to receive info & application.
JAMBA JUICE in Santa Clara is
looking for fun, energetic, mature
people with a sense of urgency
Morning. afternoon & night shifts
available. Will work with school
schedule Competitive wages Call
Karen or Ellen 0408450 7990 or
stop by the store @3119 Mission
College Blvd 0 the Santa Clara
Mercado

9
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DAILY CLASSIFIED LOCAL RATES
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408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Ad

Two
Days

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for each addrtional line

Three
Days
49
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by St per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines

10-14 lines $90
$70
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

1

Please check
one classification:

Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day

,

’r.&

snare

VM1S

111

Ref ’

1

1111

MPS.Sar,*

II
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days Ads must
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
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Classified desk is located in Owight Fier tti
,..
Deadline 10 00 a m tyv
I
All ads are prepaid IS N,
.111.
Rates for conse,
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
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SPORTS
Jefferson leads judo to victory
11% %harem Park,
’Lilt V. HU,
Chuck Jefferson’s goal is to
p.urticipat, in the 2000 or 2004
mb.mpo
p.a ots put ine in a local
1, team tor tun when I was
sAiel Jefterseen "I liked it
! ontinued in it for 17 years.1,11ersoo. the team captain of
la. San Jose State University
1.1, team. is majoring in human
termance Jefferson won his
I ,orth consecutive Natieinal Title
the Colloge Nationals held at
AN: N1 last mi nth.
f,
has received 111.1111CTOLI5
Millais and certificates for his
ii Inevements.
Among the many awards, he
:eultled the All-Anwrican honor to
la- lengthy resume this season.
-Chuck’s one of the hardest
ii ii kur. ,in the team, that’s why
bupt Sclectpd as team captain,"
- -istant judo coach David
Williams said. "lie led the. team
ell ;111d gCtS things done."
Ile trains for two hours a day
in judo. iii’ also lilts weights arid
runs three times a week.
The judo pr gram has been at
for over
yoars and has
fur ’ii one of tieltit ’’s nuest successful teams.
"We haVi, Ihr. only Anler1Call
\V rid ChanlpionShip. 23
(111111111111S. v,orld team 111CMW(111 3.1 (Mt I& :17
1)1.I’S. ;111(1 klp
Collegiate Nationals ;old five.
Olympic cueaches came out of
hero." Williams said "Our program is so good that e.veryone in
the. country hates us
According
to
Williams.
Jefferson’s versatility is what
makes him so tough
’Chuck can go both ways to
the extreme. right or len when
I hrowing S,1111, 11111. III a judo
move. Much is harder to di tend,Villiams said.
Jefferson credits leis success to
the Seltil’ program and being
able to tour throughout the
world.
"Judo has given me the. oppor-

(

t. III I )Iii

SJSU judo captain Chuck Jefferson has recently captured his fourth consecutive National title in Judo.
[he Spat tans iiiv,, to 44 National titles in 37 years. Jefferson hopes to be in the 2000 or 2004 Olympics.
tonitv to travel ootsiih. th.
I’mted States, to Iiu,i,iand
other Si it countrie, tor train
irig caeny during high -cloud.suit to
1 u
elefterson said
...Japan seeral tunes tor train
rug
’Jefferson ie.as just in Japan for
tile International Shoriki ChM
ho onipeted
:10 other

count r 1,;1111CipateS.
"My slourt term goal is to coinpile in the Tournament SequinNational Championship on May
1 arid 2 in Chicago." ’Jefferson
said. in June. I will go to Italy
for two international tournaowlets"
Jetlerson plans to graduate
(rn 5151. in the spring mi 1099.

Ah
Our program is so good that everyone
hates us.
-- David Williams
Assistant judo coach

this plans after graduat ion ;ere to
prppare flit- the. Olympics.
"After the Olympics I would
like to flpen my own franchise of
judo dohs throughout the
Jetlerson said.
Jefferson has proven himself
in who with his many awards,
but his character goys along with
his devotion to the sport.
"De’s an tilt standing perseen,
not only as an athlete but as a
porson at will, judo head coach
Yosh Uchida said.
Good leadership is important
in a judo captain
"Jefferson is a good calaain.international husinoss major and
ti.aniniati Cheirles Lee said "Ile
is gui in leadership,
tPlIf’
HI:S scar. ;it
first lout once yon know 111111
,1111. big happy (molly."

MLS founder Rothenberg
puts Clash on ’to buy’ list
Major
NEW YORK Alt
’ague Swoon’ ftiunder Alan
Rothenberg wants to buy the
San Jost. Clash tier more than
the $2(1 million paid last yoar for
the Miami Fusion oxpansion
club. says Mtil. commissioner
1)oug Logan.
-Our teams an’ not for sale
tiir anything less ... it is fair to
say it’ them deal is culminated it
will be tier substantially noire.
than $20 million," Logan said
Wednesday.
Rothenberg, chairman and
CEO atilt. 1994 World ( ’up, was
one of’ the. chartef investors in
MIS %Own it was announced in
1994.
II is stake was a "non -operating" holding ill thy league, and
appointed
was
Rothenberg
chairman of its board of dime
tors. Ile plans to resign that
post should the sale be completed,
"The deal is im exchange of
one unit ill MIS for’ another
of Wilt
11111S CaS1C
kind
Hot henti(a.g said Vednesday
Am.ele: liiv office.
Iron]

Former Raider Marcus Allen
set to announce retirement
KANsAs (Try, Mo. All
Marcus Allen, who holds the Nil.
carper record with 123 rushing
touchdowns, vcill announce his
retire -fluent Thursday and move
into the broadcast too itle. iiccording trite local t’1.15 affiliate.
The former Ileismart Trophy
winner will leave (lie’ Ktrrises
City Chiefs and take. a job as ein
analyst with Cliti Sports.
reported W’edne.selay.
A week ago. Allen told Chiefs
coach Marty Scheuttenheinier
that he vould return to play out
the final year of his contract
A press conforence viis schedtiled liv them’ (loots tor 1 p iii

Kcry

The.

Kansas City Star reporteel 111 to(1:1\ 11111101IS that CRS

Second green jacket for Tiger at Augusta would be ’Master-Ail
;\p,
A
1,1
let -tor% touters over tht
ahno,t as it the breeze.
cares-ing the to,A mg (;eorgia
pine- Carr \. 1111 stir -it lit /Willu
eteune- and the. nieineury of lien

11,,
Ago ii lien he he, dm.
uutinge-t mut the 4;l
champions litit it tlori I,
thing the men in the green pick
Os know it’s that greatness is
not nioasured hi’ eine perleur

flu gale

And it that vsarni Southern
’A MCI V.111 -p-r- 111,’ 11;11111S if
.11,11(-S ;111,1 1 ’,Vail. 111,’ VOICes it
tilt’ 11.11, it 111o11,.111(1, of tans
covering the lull- uut August,’
National Gull ChM scream the
mane- ot TIVIT \\,.110&
,\11,i1,1.i National morn
tin-.
,t rut 111,11 in green
-e.vept up in the
it ku t-,
Ant icipat :tun mI\ er Ion% W’eutol,
ii Ill It ullove last
startling
1 think it’s fair to ,ay %e,
don’t It excited. National
Jrt k
chairman
Stu pilule- -did tun Weelne-d.i
%% hen Tie -honed about %%holier
tlit, 1,11111.i111,111 co111111111,1
-tilt red dra-to m hang,- to die
cour-e atter Wiltd, ’11./1 .1 r1.114,1
15 1111111’n par Lest e. ear med uuiri
by a ret turd 12 strokes
lila .eeked ii hat e\eigustii offi
cials %% mild do if Wereols broke
them. ree 1/111 again this yoier,
Stephens
deliberately but
without lo-mition
1 suppose
we ationit
alniloSt ;11111111ltd
1111.11E11 11/1.1. - 12 months

The record .is broke. altor
32 %ea,
intl then unIv 1),. tiny
".;1,-p11,11, ’,all’ of Wood.;
1.,111),111g the 271 by
2.:11
k No-klatis irt 10tirr and
Hoy.’ in
indt.11,1 lu%
19;i,
I
eim em :eon so timed’
t it. mem .1- \ve. Intel in the
.1(11,11,01-m la -t yar.- Stephens
said "\Vheit
math. that plat
on Is to la ..11( tfo. re.cord that
chililmo, \ Hod,’
ahollf
1,11,-11- Ili
.111,11
iiii,l,-r-1.11.111,111
l’111111.
11111111.-1,0,,I
.1
man. said -1..1-t %ear v.as
initesiial %eat "
1 lir,
It 1:1,1
ue.ir 1, 11111,11
1111, it -au-,1 t,1
lot
ii
11.1111/1.11,
,11
\\11.11
(11.1111111,111,1111/ V.11111,1 1/.1%1,
\ I. III ’alit .\It11 .111 il t.Ilk
,1’,’ C.111
ii 11.1t V.111 TIt’,.1
111 1/10%1’ It 111.1111!’ 111111/ 1 .111 .11
ictor wo Itki.
His
an alarm clock going tun 111-xt t1I
m
the head- ,4 the he -t
the %% odd

1-11->1 Wick(-11d (.1
SIM,.
./111.V. Woo& 111S 1)1411 W11111":S ()II
Ihiring that
stretch. E1’1111 EIS haS onlerged
as a legitimate challenger for
tIii’ tale mut ea orld’s best golfer.
A sle.,a of other players,
including Love.. Justin Leonard,
David Duval, Jim Furyk iind
kicked their
Lee Westveuoil
gamos into !metier gear.
Asked if the outcome of the.
Meistors \vas a foregone conclusion and whether the other 87
players \yore competing firm sec u end place no une. Love stared
butig and hard ea Ill, (nii-slif)11,1*.
-1.111 not ..N.an
11,11
ati,..1. that
gottir
%vas merely
Love.on, t.11... ?ton of th. twv,u. on,
110(.11sau man
ti.
..iir
prov, lets
It 1Vood,
portot mato., a a, no Ihtko. ;t
lan..11 of tether players seek to
pro,. that pio
11,11 merely
Woods against rveryotto rise
Throv
ru NIA Fahlo, Grt.g
NO1111i111, TO111 1,(.11111;111, l’1111
Co1111 NIonlgontorti.
mid John Daly among thoso
it It ,onti.thing to prov.. and
Wood,
havi ;III Ow rompt.ti
lion ht. ran handle while thi
tournament begins Thursdau.
%Voids was near portect 1;1,1
yi.eir 111 making 21 birdie,, twiu

rGA

eag11-itt1only sekoie ii g urim-yr-I’ once having a three out
green in 72 holes But near -per
fection is a state rarely nmin
taitieel for long in golf
’mini Watson. a two -lino. Winne,’ al the Nlasters, knows how
easily things can unravel ilt
Augusta. Ile points to a 10 -foot
’Hitt Woods rnade iii N1/ 14 on
Saturday last year
’I lis putt looked like. it was
going so hard when it lilt lbw
\’,0 eon said. "If he. bad
missed the putt it votilel have.
been terrible All you need to do
is miss olio of those things :mil
:1 return putt and you start
getting a lit tb giiii-stly itil 111,-,
/.!1.1’1.11S
rofIr1(11.11C(’ (1111 (11Saf1p1.1111111 ,1111,kl. 11
Volf-111;, [1111)11C ;11111 tilt’
1.111,11,’ allkl 1111(1,-1
Stand lV111.11 1111-y 1;11k 111(1111 t
hr)111 11(ill. ct AlIVIIS1 and 111)tu
off 0),- V11.,,11 hark
till. hall
ui thm. at ii,
1,Vatson said
"11.111.re., a familiarity with the
Nlostu.rIm’ainiliarit v. the saying goes.
1 respemt
Allt’ll’1.1.1t .ureee.,
1
%% hat It- II
If \\soot’s c.in
at the familiar multi tutors, la -t
%oau. those tall pines that vein per 1,11e, and Ilogatt can stall
iii 1, -;an to proniiiir
\1,I,(01:

Itothenberg said hem is negotiating for himself, but expects to
form an ownership group to
include S.ISIT alumnus, 1984
/lyntnics chief and former basel’eter
commissioner
kill
l’eberroth.
S;111 JoSp iS one. Of three
league. operated teams, and
cii iii v. ill give.
the club additional capital tier
marketing and development.
Clash pnsident Peter liridgvater
told Ow San Jose. Niel-cloy News
this week.
Itialwriberg has been talking
about buying the team for the
last year.
-I love that market: he said
from his Los Angeles law office.
"Since Spartan Stadium has
been improved tie international
dimensions, I’m vory excited
idiom it not only for Clash
games but in using it tier international itaniose as %yell."
limuthenberg ills,’ is president
Soccor Fedor:aim.
of the
I us se.cond Mur year term
is proexpires in August, and
a third.
hibited

also planned to make. an
announci ’niont.
"I would be remiss it’ I would
say anything that voidel usurp
the press conference.- said Ed
I lookst rat ten, Allen’s agent
-Marcus Allen ii ill eiiruotiriu’t’ leis
plans for the future at the all or !m on pre,s curiefpriemem, m Kansas
City. spirts anchorman
William Jackson, a to host with
Allen 1)1 u local television show.
reported that a source "close to
the. situation- had indicated that
the. running back would rot ire.
Jackson said he haul not 1I1S
cussed the roport with Allon.
Allen could not to, reached for
comment, and a Chiets sietuke-eman
\Vas (illt (Id

Kcry

Masters’ odds
Tiger Woods 3/1

J. Parnevik 25/1
F. Nobilo

25/1

P. Mickelson 10/1

J. Furyk

25/1

D. Love Ill

N.Faldo

30/1

G. Norman

L. Westwood 30/1

D. Duvall

V. Singh

30/1

T. Lehman

T. Watson

30/1

C. Montgomeriel 5/1

S. Elkington

35/1

E. Els

10/1

F.Couples

15/1

B. Langer

35/1

J. Daly

15/1

I. Woosnam

50/1

J. Leonard

20/1

C. Stadler

60/1

J. Olazabal

20/1 J. Nicklaus

200/1

N. Price

25/1

10/1

Field

Odds supplied by Sports Fax

Call your mom. Tell everyone
you’re calling your girl.
111-800-COLLECT

